JUNE 6, 1944: “WE WERE JUST DOING OUR JOB”
Richard “Dick” Bailey was born in Johnson City, NY in 1922. By
his first birthday the Bailey family had relocated to Binghamton,
NY. Bailey recalled, “I graduated from high school in 1940 then
applied and received a slot into a tool maker apprentice course
with GE in Schenectady, NY. I was at a buddy’s house listening
to classical music on December 7, 1941 when the news broke on
the radio about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. I said to
my friend, ‘Vic, how could they do this to us?’ Then I made a
prediction, ‘They are going to regret this!’ In time, they did.”
Bailey applied for the aviation cadet
program to train as a pilot, navigator, or
bombardier. He said, “I enlisted in
March of ’42. They wanted me to
go in ‘unassigned’ but when I
asked what the heck that meant,
they said I’d be marching, learning
how to salute, transitioning to the
military…and I replied, ‘Nope, I’m
in the defense industry so I can
wait. Contact me when you have an
opening in the cadet program.
Amazingly, they agreed, and called me
nine months later for aviation cadet training.”

First to Syracuse, NY for a physical then to Nashville, TN for the
first round of aviation training. Asked if the assignment was his
first time in the South, Bailey replied, “Yep.” Asked his views on
the South, Bailey retorted, “They were part of the United States
of America.” Enough said. Type of training? “Physical training,
mostly, the history of the service, plus determining which ones
would be assigned to what job, pilot, navigator, or bombardier. I
requested pilot training, and they complied.”
Bailey paused, then said, “Let’s go back a bit. When I was just
13 years old, I was the backup helper for a neighbor’s kid who
had a paper route. When he
graduated from high school,
I took over the route. You
had to be 14, but they sort of
ignored that. I also worked
on a milk truck, delivering
300 quarts of milk each
morning. I did most of the
delivering; the driver only helped on double-deliveries. I
delivered papers six days a week, but still had to deliver milk on
Sunday morning. After the milk run, I’d hitchhike to the local
airport.
“Jimmy Doolittle was my childhood hero. I loved aviation from
the get-go. One of the instructors at the airport asked me if I’d
like to work for him, cleaning the planes, selling tickets for rides
and just helping out. He said he didn’t have any money but he

could pay me with free flying time. Long story short, I trained on
50 horsepower J-2 Piper Cubs then 55 horsepower J-3 Piper
Cubs. I soloed when I was 17. So, when I was in primary flight
training I didn’t tell a soul I had flying time. I knew I could fly,
had no problem with it, so I did very well.”
From Nashville, TN to Maxwell Field, AL for two months of preflight training. Bailey recalled, “There was a heavy emphasis on
physical conditioning and courses in airplane mechanics, Morse
code which I never used, and meteorology.”
Maxwell to Lakeland, FL for two months of flight training on the
legendary biplane, the PT-17 Stearman. “I liked the Stearman,”
he said. A good airplane. Very stable, easy to fly. But about 50%
of the cadets didn’t make it. Anybody can learn to fly, but they
couldn’t keep up with a two month training pace.”
Lakeland to Cortland Army Air
Field, AL. – “Well, another two
months of flight training, this
time on the Vultee BT-13
Valiant, better known as the
Vultee Vibrator.”
NOTE: The Valiant received the nickname ‘Vibrator’ for several
reasons: The plane shook violently at stall speed; the canopy
would vibrate during stressful maneuvers; during takeoff, base
windows would vibrate, and the propeller would vibrate in high
pitch.

Bailey continued, “At Cortland we practiced cross-country flying
and instrument flying, under the hood training. I wanted to be a
fighter pilot, but at 6’ I was too tall. The limit was 5’10” for a
fighter pilot. I was destined for bombers.”
From Cortland to Stuttgart, AR for twin-engine training. “We
flew the Beechcraft AT-10 Wichita. I had no problem with the
twin-engine instruction. We were there about two months; each
training assignment meant about 70 hours in the air.”

Barksdale Field, LA: “Finally, assignment to the B-26 Marauder,”
Bailey said. “That was another two months of training. I liked
the Marauder, although it was known as the ‘Widow-maker’ or

the B-Crash. I went in as a replacement to Tampa, FL, where it
was said, ‘plan a day in Tampa Bay.’ The B-26 was plagued with
a few problems. For instance, the two props had to have fully
charged batteries, if not, the plane would lose pitch, thus no
thrust. One way to go…down! Plan a day in Tampa Bay.”
January, 1944: “It was winter time, so we flew the southern
route to Europe. From Florida to Puerto Rico then across the
Amazon Delta to a country I can’t recall, then on down to Brazil.
From Brazil to Ascension Island in mid-Atlantic to Liberia then to
Dakar to Marrakesh and on to England. We heard rumors of
German ME-109 fighters possibly stationed in Spain, so we flew
west for a couple hundred miles over the Atlantic, then turned
north to England. That was the longest leg of the flight.”
Land’s End, Cornwall, England: “They took the planes away from
us at Land’s End. The machine guns were stored in the bomb bay
as were two 250 gallon extra fuel tanks. We were sent on to
Northern Ireland for more schooling, learning the British
communication systems, air/sea rescue, navigation aids, and
formation flying. Then we received individual assignments. I was
sent to the 322nd Bombardment Group, 9th Air Force, just north
of London at Braintree.”
Asked his first mission, Bailey replied, “I don’t remember; I do
not recall most of the missions, they were just another mission
with very few standouts. Most were Pathfinder missions (lead
aircraft, when it dropped its payload, so did the formation) and
we were usually above the clouds. When a Pathfinder opened

its bomb bay doors, we opened our bomb bay doors; when it
dropped; we dropped. German fighters were reported, but I
never saw one until the Battle of the Bulge.”

Pre-Invasion Missions: “We did a lot pre-invasion bombing to
take out the bridges from Paris to the beaches, plus airfields,
communications, ammo dumps, rail centers, plus Churchill
asked Roosevelt to bomb the V-1 and V-2 missile sites. This we
did, bombing the rocket sites, but the sites were mobile so I don’t
know how effective the bombing was. I know they knew we’d
be coming, so they’d get the heck out of the area. I guess we at
least kept them moving.”

June 5, 1944: “The weather was terrible. The invasion was a nogo. We had to wait. Fairly nerve-racking.”
June 6, 1944 – The Invasion of Normandy: “All the planes were
painted with invasion stripes to hopefully keep Americans from
shooting down their own airplanes. The invasion was a ‘go’ but
the weather was still terrible. We were to fly the length of the
beaches to drop bombs on fortifications and even the beaches
so the troops had ready-made foxholes. The Army Air Force
rejected that plan since the bombing would be visual and so low
the planes would be sitting ducks for the German gunners. It was
decided to go in at a right angle, still on visual, but we found out
the ceiling over the beaches was about 250 to 300 feet. That
would be suicide. We went in at 10,000 feet behind a Pathfinder.
The first mission lasted a little over two hours.”
The 50th Anniversary: Bailey recalled, “I went to Normandy for
the 50th Anniversary of the landing. I met a lot of veterans who
were in the invasion. One of them told me, ‘We were told the
air force would be bombing the beach so we’d have over-sized
foxholes for cover. That was a crock!’ I told him the weather
was bad and a Pathfinder was not nearly as accurate as GPS is
today. We knew about 4,000 Higgins boats were heading to
shore, and we knew the inaccuracies of a Pathfinder, so I was
pretty sure the Pathfinder delayed dropping the bombs until the
last second to prevent hitting our own troops. Our speed
covered about 100 yards per second and that didn’t allow for
miscalculations.”

The aftermath; 50 years later: “We flew over the beach on the
50th Anniversary of D-Day. You could see all the bomb craters,
now overgrown with brush and grass, every crater about 150 to
200 yards inland. Our bombing didn’t do a bit of good for the
troops coming ashore.”
The second D-Day mission: “More of the same. I didn’t even
know the target. We followed the lead of the Pathfinder and
dropped our bombs on his cue. That was another two hour plus
mission.”

The third D-Day mission: “We got a report there was a German
flat car train stopped at a rail center ten miles inland from Utah

Beach. It was loaded down with panzer tanks, other armored
vehicles and equipment. We were ordered to take it out. We
went in on a visual at 10,000 feet, but couldn’t see a thing. We
circled back over the ocean, came back in at 5,000 feet but the
target was still socked-in; we circled back again and came in at
2,000 or 3,000 feet, no visual. On our last attempt we came in
just under the cloud base at 500 feet. No train. Either it had
come and gone or backed out of the railyard knowing we were
looking for it. But we hit the railyard and tore it up pretty good
then spotted the train two or three miles down track. We
reported its position but have no idea if it was hit later or not.
That info was above our paygrade. We were bombing as such
low altitude some of our planes were damaged by the shrapnel
from our own bombs.”
June 7, D-Day plus one: “I don’t think we flew on D-Day plus
one. Except for a maximum effort, we normally flew three
squadrons with the fourth squadron on stand down. We flew
rotation.”
Richard “Dick” Bailey completed 65 combat missions, including
the Battle of the Bulge.
The Battle of the Ardennes Forest (Battle of the Bulge). “The
Germans started their offensive in bad weather, so air cover was
grounded. When the skies finally cleared, everything we had
was in the air, bombers, fighters, cargo planes dropping supplies
into Bastogne… we were ordered to take out a bridge to prevent
German reinforcements from joining the offensive. We were

told the bridge was heavily defended. Ordinarily, the German
air/ground communications was pretty good. When their antiaircraft guns opened up, the German fighters would back off,
then come back at us when their anti-aircraft guns quit firing.
Well, not this time. The German fighters kept at us even as their
own flak burst amongst us. Well, we did hit the bridge then
turned for home. I saw a P-38 Lightning shoot down a ME-109.
I didn’t think we had P-38s except for photo recon missions.
(There were actually three fighter groups of P-38 Lightning
fighters). Anyway, we’d normally drop a couple thousand feet
to pick-up air speed, but my tail gunner came over the radio…
‘Here they come.’ A flight of German ME-109 fighters were
coming at us.”
Air to air combat: “I was flying
number three spot, left of
the lead plane.
A
German ME-109 came
in close, not more than
50 feet behind the
lead plane. My top
turret gunner opened
up. I saw the bullets
puncturing in front of the
cockpit then into the engine, and back across the cockpit. Smoke
and fire poured from the engine, the fighter fell away then my
turret gunner said, ‘He just exploded behind us.’ About that time
another German fighter pulled up between me and the lead

plane. It was so bizarre. He was looking at me and I was looking
at him. I could see his square goggles. The lead plane’s
bombardier got into the glass nose of his plane and his eyes were
big as a half dollar when he saw the German fighter sitting
between us. We have no idea why the German pilot did what he
did, but he was experienced enough to know we couldn’t open
up our guns on him because we’d hit our own planes. Looking
back on the incident, we should have opened our windows and
shot at him with our .45 automatic pistols! (Bailey laughed). The
whole thing lasted about 10 or 15 seconds at the most.
“Shortly after that, I saw another ME-109 crossing in front of me
about 200 yards out, going from left to right. The B-26
Marauder’s didn’t have a good frontal defense so I decided to
get a few tracers out there to let him know we see him. A B-26
has two .50 cal machine guns on each wing with the trigger
button controlled by the pilot. I opened with a short burst – the
.50 cals fired about 800 rounds per minute per gun, so I probably
got about 100 or so bullets in the air. Wouldn’t you know it; a
puff of smoke shot from his engine and he headed down in a
steep dive, trailing smoke all the way. As far as we know, I’m the
only bomber pilot in Europe to shoot down a German fighter.”
Note: Officially, Bailey’s top turret gunner received credit for a
kill; the tail gunner received a ‘probable’ and Bailey received a
‘possible damage’ because the ME-109 he hit disappeared into
the clouds.

Asked if they celebrated back at base, Bailey replied, “No, not
really. It was just part of the job.”
Asked to describe his last mission, the 65th. “There’s not much
to tell. The 64th was right before Christmas. I didn’t fly again
until early January. I suspect they knew I was approaching my
last mission so they saved a milk run for me, an easy mission. I
don’t even know what the target was.”
Bailey came home in January of
1945. He ‘bummed around’ for
a short time before accepting a
posting to Air Orlando, FL. He
said, “They wanted me to be an
instructor, but I told them I’d
survived 65 combat missions
and had no wish to be killed by
a damn air cadet.” Air Orlando
was basically an air taxi service.
Bailey flew a variety of aircraft,
even transporting the female
WAC softball team to play the WAVE softball team in Tampa.
“That was enjoyable duty,” Bailey said. He was attending the
Command and General Staff School in Leavenworth when the
war ended. With massive cutbacks in the military, Bailey was
offered a position as a Staff Sergeant with no flying time. He
decided to leave the military and finish his education.

After earning a Mechanical Engineering Degree, Bailey worked
for IBM, Honeywell, and Univac, concentrating mostly on the
manufacturing engineering of each corporation. Involved in a
serious car accident in 1996, he chose to retire. Asked what he’d
been doing in retirement, Bailey replied, “Enjoying life.”

Bailey, on left, holding a piece of a V-1 rocket, and holding a piece of flak, on
right, that penetrated his B-26 and landed between his feet, still smoking.

After a heart attack in 2010, he moved from California to live
with his son and family in Atlanta. Asked how many grandkids
he had, Bailey said, “I don’t know, let me count them….one, two,
three….eight of them. I’m a great-grandfather, too, but don’t
make me count them.”

Final thoughts: “The German 88mm anti-aircraft gun was an
awesome weapon, very deadly. In hindsight, I’m a member of
the Greatest Generation, but we did what we had to do, we just
did our job. It bothers me to see the lackadaisical attitude and
culture of dependency among the younger generations today.
You know, if we hadn’t done our job, they’d most likely be
speaking German. We lost planes and we lost people, but we
didn’t get to close to anyone. Yeah, we had friends, but not close
friends. He might not be there tomorrow. And let me say this
about the B-26 Marauder. She was a rugged aircraft, got you
home when no other plane could, but she was not a very
forgiving aircraft, you had to be a hands-on pilot, you had to fly
her…she demanded attention. Then again, most lovely ladies
do.”

Battle-damaged but rugged B-26 Marauder - she brought them home.

